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ABSTRACT phase changes or heat transfer mechanisms other than heat conduc-
tion, they cannot be used to explicitly predict dry-out performance.

In the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, liquid flow along pre- On the basis of the assumption that temperatures greater than the
ferential fracture pathways is the only credible mechanism capable of nominal boiling temperature (Tb) correspond to the absence of liquid
bringing water to waste packages and transporting radionuclides to water, the heat conduction models have been used to estimate the
the water table. Three categories of features or mechanisms will minimum time that WPs remain dry,
mitigal_ethe impact of flow along preferential fracture pathways: (1)
discontinuity in fracture pathways, (2) liquid-phase dispersion in frac- Repository-scale hydrothermal calculations have not been
ture networks, and (3) fracture-matrix interaction. For repository reported that investigate the duration of boiling and rock dry-out
areal power densities (APDs) that are too low to result in significant effects at the repository horizon as a function of APD and spent fuel
boiling or rock dry-out effects, the primary mode of fracture-matrix age. Nor has the impact of repository-generated hydrothermal flow
interaction is matrix imbibition. For high APDs, boiling and on nonequilibrium fracture-matrix flow been previously considered.
enhanced matrix imbibition due to rock dry-out significantly add to This report describes our modeling of'the hydrothermal response of
the capacity of the unsaturated zone to retard fracture-dominated flow. the unsaturated zone to the radioactive heat of decay for 200,000 yr
With the use of the V-TOUGH code, hydrothermal flow calculations for APDs ranging from 20 to 114 kW/acre and avenge spent fuel
are made for a range of APDs and spent fuel ages. For ages of 30 and 60 yr (i.e., time out of core). Our models include
APD> 20kW/aere, repository-heat-generated flow of vapor and liquid boiling and condensation effects, the convectionof latent and sensible
in fractures is found to dominate the ambient hydrological system, heat, and thermal radiation. The implications of repository-heat-
For high APDs, boiling conditions can persist for 10,000yr or longer driven iaydrothermalflow on site suitability/characterization,total sys-
and rock dry-out benefits for at least 100,000 yr. tem pelformance, and in situ testing are discussed.

INTRODUCTION Overview of Unsaturated Zone Hydrology at Yucca Mountain

The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMSCP) of Yucca Mountain consists of a series of variably fractured,
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is investigating the suitability nonwelded to densely welded tuff units with an eastward tilt of 5 to
of the fractured, tuffaceous rocks occurring in the 'unsaturated zone at 30 deg.6 The unsaturated zone thickness varies from 500 to 750 m.
Yucca Mountain, Nevada, for nuclear waste storage. Prior efforts in The potential repository location is in Topopah Spring (TSw2)
hydrological performanceassessment modeling have focused on either moderately to densely welded tuff, which is about 350 m below the
far-field infiltration under ambient conditions or hydrothermal flow in ground surface and 225 m above the water table.7 Montazer and Wil-
the near-field waste package (WP) environment. Nitao considered son report the absence of perennial streams at Yucca Mountain.6
details of temperature, saturation, and gas-phase composition in the Therefore, recharge due to rainfall or snowmeltoccurs episodically.
hydrothermally disturbed zone using a model that assumed the reposi-
tory to be infinite in areal extent.I Using a model that represents the The matrix properties of the hydrostratigraphic units at Yucca
repository as a 3-km-diameter disk, Tsang and Pruess conducted Mountain are summarized by Klavetter and Peters.7 The units gen-
repository-scale calculations with an emphasis on thermally driven erally fall into two categories: (1) the welded tufts (TCw, TSwl,
natural convection.2 TSw2, and TSw3) and the nonwelded zeoli_ized trait (CHnz), all of

which have low matrix permeability, km, and low-to-medium matrix
Numerical models have predicted the time-dependent tempera- porosity, _m, and (2) nonwelded vitric tufts of high km and _,n (PTn

ture distribution within the host rock and surr'ounding hyd.rostrati- and CHnv). The welded PPw has medium km and _m. The kms of
" graphic units for various repos'_torydesign concepts, thermal loading the nonwelded vitric tufts are 4 to 5 orders of magnitude greater than

densities, and waste receipt and operating scenarios.3"s Most of these those of the welded tufts and the CHnz.
models involve spatial and temporal superposition of heat conduction
calculations to account for the emplacement of individual heat Buscheck and Nitao modeled infiltration in Yucca Mountain

" sources over the operational life and post-closure performance of the using a one-dimensional steady-state equivalent continuum model
repository. Areal power densities (APDs) ranging from less than 20 (ECM) for recharge fluxes of 0, 0.045, and 0.132 mm/yr, which
to greater than 100 kW/acre and average waste ages from 10 to 90 yr resulted in repository horizon saturations of 68, 85, and 95%, respec-
have'been modeled. Because these models do not account for fluid tively (Fig. 1).8 On the basis of the assumption of instantaneous
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0 J= 1 ' ' J I i _ _ I ,, _ the "cubic" law, controlsthe flow behavior insteadof the critical flux,TCw \- _-=._.,-___ Rocks with fractureapertureb sufficiently large su,;hthat ba:=,b.3 i¢--

','x have fracture-dominated flow, while rocks with _t'ractureaperture50 ',, -. PTn _ sufficientlysmallsuchthatb 3,¢b *a are matrix-dominated,

100 i I Numerousperformanceassessmentcalculationshave beencar-
i I ried out for the potentialYucca Mountainrepositorysite, Most of

1,50 TSwl i I
, I these have utilized a steady-state ECM which, for the assumed

.,.., _ I recharge fluxes, effectively constrains flow to be matrix-
_ . I I dominated. I°'11Because of the very low k m prevalent through most of

8 200
i I.-I- the unsaturatedzone, the steady.stat_ECM calculationshave repeat-

I

I edly shown that matrix-dominated flow will not result in significant
Vertical of r',,dionuclides, Moreover, field evidence indicatesI transport

I that fracture-dominated flow can occur to considerable depth,t2
250

I Therefore, fracture-dominatedflow is the only credible mechanism

t capable of bringing water to the WPs and transporting radionuclides300

_o I to the water table. The impact of repository-heat-generated hydroth-

_ _ ermal flow on fracture-dominated flow is critical to repository perfor-I_ 350 mance,

....._'7"_ ........... ," -\:'' Given that liquid flow along preferential fracture flow paths

_ 400 ==_'_I=__ provides the most likely means of generating adverse WP conditions

" I . and transporting radionuclides to the water table, there are three gen-

450 ;l_ eral hydrologic features or mechanisms that tend to mitigate the

- - - 0.132 mm/yr t_..._.._l, potential release and vertical transport of radionuclides. The first is

500 ...... 0.045 mm/Yr CHnz --_ discontinuity in preferential fracture flow paths. The second is

0_0??_m/_y_r_ ._ liquid-phase dispersiOnapreferentialinfracture networkS,pathwayWhichresults as flow_'-'__0_. branches from fracture into lateral fractures.
............... The third mechanism is fracture-matrix interaction. For low APDs

550 PPw____.L__t__ (resulting in sub-boiling conditions), the predominant mode of
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 fracture.matrix interactionis matrix imbibition. For highAPDs, boil-

Liquid saturation ing effects andenhancedimbibition resulting from rock dry-outwill

Fig. 1. ECM-calculated liquid saturation profile for varioussteady- significantly add to the capacityof the unsaturatedzone to retard
state, one-dimensional rechargefluxes vs data from theReferenceIn- fracture-dominated flow.

formation Base (RIB).9 Hydrothermal Flow at the Repository Horizon

capillary pressure equilibrium between fracture and matrix, the ECM Much of our current understanding of repository.heat-generated
pore-volume-averages the fracture and matrix porosities into an' hydrothermal flow in unsaturated fractured tuff is based on observa-
equivalent (or effective)continuum. Saturation values obtained from tions made during the heater tests in G-Tunnel I_ and associated
the Reference Information Base (RIB) are also included in Fig. I,9 modeling studies.14'isThe following description applies specifically to
Notice the good agreement between the saturation profile calculated WPs emplaced either vertically or horizontally in boreholes, but it is
for zero recharge flux and the RIB values in the low-km units (TCw, also applicable to drift emplacement. For emplacemem without
TSwl, TSw2, TSw3, CHnz, and PPw), The RIB values are backfill, the primary mode of heat transfer from the WP to the

significantly htgher than the calculated profile for the high-km units borehole or drift wall is thermal radiation (Fig, 2). If backfill is
(PTn and CHnv), The saturation profile in the small.k m units is very present, heat flow through the backfill will be dominated by heat con-
sensitive to variations in recharge flux. Because of their large k m, the duction.
PTn and CHnv can sustain a relatively large steady-state recharge flux
at small saturations, Nonequilibrium fracture flow through the TCw, Both the G-Tunnel heater test modeling analysis =s and the per.
TSwl, TSw2, and TSw3 is a likely explanation for the apparent refinance analysis of repository-heat-generated hydrothermal flow|6
inconsistency between the RIB data in the PTn and CHnv and the have indicated that heat flow in the unsaturated zone will be dom.
saturation profile predicted by the one-dimensional, steady-state inated by heat conduction. Because of the large bulk permeability of
ECM.1° fracture networks, gas.phase pressures, Ps, in the fractures remain

very close to atmospheric, even during boiling. Consequently, as
Nitao t| found that the flow behavior of a two.dimensional, temperatures reach the nominal boiling point (Tb = 96°C), boiling first

unsaturated fracture-matrix system ts characterized by a critical flux, occurs along the fracture faces, i.e,, the perimeter of the matrix

q_, given by ' blocks, and proceeds in toward the center of the matrix blocks, -
Because of the small km at the repository horizon, boiling results in

q; = em(Ss-SI)D m (1) large pg gradients (with Ps increasing from the perimeter to the center
where em is the matrix porosity, S, is the maximum matrix saturation, of the matrix blocks), causing a rise, AT_t, in the saturation tempera-

Sl is the initial matrix saturation, and D m is the matrix imbibition ture, Because p_ gradients increase with matrix block size, ATtar _,
diffusivity constant. If the flux qr into the fracture satisfies qr:=,q;, increases with matrix block size, Accordingly, boiling is more
the flow field is fracture-dominated, whereas if qr<q;, the flow field suppressed in sparsely fractured regions and less suppressed in
is matrix.dominated and the system behaves as a single equivalent intensely fractured regions, For regularly spaced fractures, the
porous medium with capillary equilibrium between fracture and volume of the dry-out zone was found to be proportional to k'_m/B,

matrix. If the fracture entrance is ponded, the critical bfracture__ where B is the fracture spacingJ 5 For the G-Tunnel test, thehydraulic conductivity K;, or corresponding critical aperture from effective fracture spacing, B, was apparently small enough (relative
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drift (Fig. 2). Otherwise, rnost of the water vapor reaching the frac-

, ture network is driven (by higher pgs in the boiling zone) away from
, the emplacement borehole and/or drift to where cooler temperatures

cause it to condense along fracture walls. Because the small k m lim-
its the rate of matrix imbibition, condensate drainage down fractures
persists for considerable distances before being imbibed by the

' matrix, In the region below the boiling zone, condensate drainage ,_L,

i away from the botling front (Fig. 2), enhancing the rate of rock dry.

I out. Above the boiling zone, condensate tends to drain back towardthe boiling zone, thereby retarding the net rate of dry-out (Fig, 2),

! ,, Daring the G-Tunnel test, regions above the heater were
observed to dry out more slowly than regions below the heater, 13

i Because vapor flow in fractures tends to be radially away from the
heat source and condensate drainage is vertically downward, succes.

! sire refluxing cycles in fractures eventually result in condensate being

, shed off the top and down the sides of the boiling zone (Fig, 3). This
"hydrothermal umbrella" effect was manifested during the G-Tunnel
test in the temperature history of several thermocouples along the
flank of the boiling zone. This concept was first mentioned by Rose.
boom in the context of emplacing high-level waste in the unsaturated
zone. 17 The "umbrella" mechanism may significantly enhance near-
field dry-out, at least until the dry-out zones of neighboring emplace-
ment drifts (or panels) have coalesced.

Fig, 2, Schematic of hydrotherma _ flow near the WP, Rock dry-out DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL MODELS, PHYSICAL DATA,
occurs as boiling drives water vapo" out of the rock matrix, Upon AND ASSUMPTIONS
reaching the fracture network, vapor i,' driven away from the boiling
zone to where cooler temperatures caust, it to condense along fracture Ali calculations were carried out using the V-TOUGH ("vector-
walls. Because the small k m limits the rat _.of matrix imbibition, con- ized transport of unsaturated groundwater and heat") code. 18 V.
densate drainage persists for considerable dl,;tances down fractures, TOUGH is Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's enhanced ver-

sion of the TOUGH code, which is a member of the Mulkom family
of multiphase, multlcomponent codes developed at Lawrence Burke-

to km) that the effect of AT_t on rock dry-o'Jt was negligible, The Icy Laboratory by Pruess. 19 V-TOUGH is a multidimensional numer-
sensitivity of the dry-out volume to fracture aperture, b, was also ical simulator capable of modeling the coupled transport of water,
examined. _5 For b > 20 I.tm, the volume of the dry.out zone was vapor, air, and heat in fractured porous media.
found to be insensitive to b. For the fractures observed in G-Tunnel,
flow resistance in the fractures does not appear to throttle the rate of Because of the impracticality of discretely accounting for ali of
dry-out, the fractures within the repository block, it was necessary to account

for fractures using the ECM, The assumption of capillary pressure
At early time, a small percentage of the water vapor that and thermal equilibrium between fractures and matrix allows the frac-

reaches the fracture network in the immediate vtcintty of the WP ture and matrix properties to be pore-volume-averaged into an
flows back toward the emplacement borehole and/or the emplacement equivalent medium. The bulk porosity, _b, bulk saturation, St,, and

-5

i
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Fig. 3. A "hydrothermal umbrella" is established along each of the emplacement drifts because of condensate being shed off the
top and down the sides of the boiling zone,
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bulk conductivity, Kb (either thermal or hydraulic) of the equivalent The verticaldistribution of temperature,T, of themodelsis ini-
medium are given by'. tialized to correspond to the nominal geothermal gradient in the ,

Cb= ef + (1-Ct)era (2) region. The atmosphere at the ground surface is represented by a
constant-property boundary, with T and pg fixed at 13°C and 0.86
atm, respectively, The relative humidity at the ground surface is also

Sb = Sfef + Srn(l-Ct)era (3) fixed so that it is in capillary _.quiltbrium with the saturztion condi.
Of + ( l -- (_f)_brn

tions at the top of the TOw unit under initial conditions. Therefore,
Kt, = Km(l-_bf) + Kf_br (4) under ambient saturation and temperature conditions there is no mass

flux of water vapor between the atmosphere and upper TCw.
where eta, Sm, Of,and Sf are the porosity and saturation of the matrix Because of the large fracture permeability, convective mixing in the
and fractures, respectively. Because of the small K m in the unsa- saturated zone Is assumed to result in the saturated zone acdng as a
turated zone, Kb is almost completely dominated by Kf and Of for heat sink, Therefore, the water table is represented by a constant-
most fractur_ spacings and permeabtlities, temperature boundary fixed at 30°C. The assumption that the

saturated zone acts as a heat sink is conservative with respect to pred-

In general, the ECM is appropriate for situations in which the lotions of the extent and duration of boiling conditions and rock dry-
fracture spacing is small enough to result in a negligible lag in the out effects. The initial repository temperature is 23.3°C,
wetting or drying response in the matrix relative to that of the frac-
tures. The use of the ECM implicitly assumes that flow resistance to The geothermal gradient results in a two-phase recirculation of

: liquid and vapor flow between the fractures and matrix is negligible, vapor and liquid water in the unsaturated zone. The reference case
In the modeling analysis of the G-Tunnel heater test, the ECM- assumes a 0 mm/yr one-dimensional steady.state recharge flux (Fig.
calculated saturation profile compared very well with the measured 1). Note that the recharge flux values listed in Fig, 1 are the net
saturation in the dry-out zone. Is Apparently, the fracture spacing was downward moisture flux. Because of the relative humidity gradients
sufficiently small so that, during boiling, the resistance to vapor flow that result from the natural geothermal gradient, a 0 mm/yr net reels-
from matrix to fracture was negligible. Although the ECM predicted ture flux turns out to be the net effect of an upward flux of water

i a pronounced liquid saturation rise in the condensate zone, the G- vapor that condenses and is balanced by an equivalent downward flux
Tunnel data showed no significant rise in liquid saturation outside of of liquid water, At the repository horizon, this steady-state counter-
the boiling zone. With respect to matrix imbibition of condensate, current flow system results in a downward liquid flux of 0.04 mm/yr.
the fracture spacing was not sufficiendy small to validate the assump. Although low APDs do not result in significant boiling effects, the
rien of capillary pressure equilibrium in the condensate zone, More- repository heat ts sufficient to significantly increase the vertical tem-
over, the lack of a rise in liquid saturation outside of the boiling zone, perature gradient, thereby enhancing the counter-current flow of vapor

' as well as some of the temperature data along the side of the boiling and liquid water, The repository-heat-driven downward flux of con-
zone, indicated the "hydrothermal umbrella" effect of condensate densate may be large relative to infiltration under ambient conditions.
shedding off the top and down the sides of the boiling zone.

The repository-scale model represents the repository as a 3-
The ECM..ealculated temperature profile agreed very well with km-diameter, 4.6-m-thick disk.shaped heat source with a uniformly

the measured G-Tunnel data. t5 This close agreement was also distributed thermal load. The model utilizes an axisymmetric coordi.
obtained for a model that only accounted for heat conduction, indicat- nate system centered at the repository center. This model is useful
ing that heat flow around the G-Tunnel heak, r was dominated by heat for calculating temperature and saturation behavior (averaged from
conduction. On the basis of the G-Tunnel :nodel validation effort, one emplacement drift to the next) as a function of location relative
and given the similarity between the fractua'eand matrix properties of to the center (or edge) of the repository area. The assumption is also
Grouse Canyon welded tuff in G.Tunnel and the Topopah Spring made that the thermal loading of the repository can be represented by
welded tuff at the repository horizon, the ECM should yield acetrate the heat generation curve of pressurized water reactor (PWR) spent
predictions of temperature performance and conservatively low pred. fuel of an average age. Calculations were made for spent fuel ages
lotions of the spatial extent and duration of rock dry-out. In light of of 30 and 60 yr. For the reference case, 30-yr-old spent fuel was
the capillary hysteresis effect observed by Buseheck and Nitao for assumed. In addition to the reference APD of 57 kW/aere, we con-
Grouse Canyon welded tuff,2°')4 the ECM-calculated time required to sidered APDs ranging from 20 to 114 kW/acre,
re-wet the dry-out zone may be considerably less than actual.

Because lt areally averages the thermal load, the repository-
Ali major hydrostratigraphic units in the unsaturated zone at scale model cannot represent differences in temperature and saturation

Yucca Mountain are included in the models,2t'7 This hydrostrati, behavior within (1) the pillars (i,e., the rock separating neighboring
graphic profile has been used in previous modeling studies of none- emplacement drifts), (2) the emplacement drifts, or (3) the WPs them-
quilibrium fracture-matrix flow.S'i°The wet and dry thermal conduc- selves. Therefore, a drift-scale model, which explicitly incorporates
tivity data were obtained from the RIB.9 Calculations for various the WP and emplacement drift geometry and spacing, was used to
repository thermal loads were repeated for initial saturation conditions calculate differences between averaged and detailed hydrothermal per-
corresponding to the three steady-state saturation profiles obtained by formance within the repository. In order to take advantage of
Buscheck and Nitao s for recharge fluxes of 0, 0.045, and 0,132 symmetry, the drift-scale model assumes an infinite repository with
mm/yr, which resulted in repository horizon saturations of 68, 85, and uniformly spaced emplacement drifts. The assumption of an infinite •
95%, respectively (Fig. 1). This range in initial steady-state saturn- repository area will be shown to be applicable to approximately the

i tion distribution should adequately span the range in saturation condi- inner two-thirds of the repository area, with the outer third being

dons that could arise from extreme pluvial climatic conditions, affected by edge-cooling.
r,

The reference case assumed a bulk permeability, kb, of The drift-scale model assumed the 38.4-m center-to-center spac-
2.8x 10")3m2 (corresponding to three 100-1J.mfractures per meter), ing between emplacement drifts that is found in the SCP-CDR, 22 The
The sensitivity of boiling and dry-out performance to kb was exam- model represents a symmetry element from the symmetry plane down
ined from kb= 1.9x 10-tsta 2 (corresponding to no fractures) to the center of the WP to the symmetry plane in the pillar between
kb= 8.3x 10-t°m 2 (corresponding to one l(X)0-panfracture per meter), neighboring drifts. The thermal load is axially averaged along the

4
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• r

axis of the drift, 'This assumptionclosely correspondsto drift 0
emplacement,i.e,, WPs emplaceddirectly in the emplacementdrift, TCw

- with the axis of the WPs oriented along the axis of the drift. This
, assumption is also reasonably applicable to vertical borehole emplace- 50 _ PTn

l ment, particularly after the saturationand t_mperature fields between "'_'"_ ..................................... 0"y'r'"

neighboringWPs have coalesced(which occurswithin five yearsof 100 _ \ 100 yr
WP emplacement). The WP has a cross section of 1.6x 1.6 m and is
located in the centerof an emplacementdrift that is 4.8 m high by \ TSwl ........ 300 yr

I 6.0 m wide. _ 150 ! __\ _ 1000 yr

,I DISCUSSION OF MODELING RESULTS ,.-'_ _ \ 5000 yr
oo200 .... _,',-....... _ .... ......................... "

Temperature Profiles as a Function ofThermal Load _ . \ ', "
\ _ ,, \

.=,oFor the reference case (APD=57 kW/acre; 30-yr-old fuel; '_ TSw2
recharge flux=0 mm/yr), the vertical temperature profile along the =
repository centerline is plotted at several times (Fig. 4). The ground _ 300 \ ,\
surface is located at z =0 ra, the repository horizon is centered at _ t "_ "_,

343.1 m, and the water table is locatedat z =568.1 m below the _ 350 i
ground surface. Notice that the temperature profile is flattened at T b _ /(= 96°C) at t = 100, 300, and 1000 yr, with the flattening being more
pronounced above the repository horizon because of gravity-driven _ 400 ..T._ .................

refiuxingof condensate. Watervapor is driven (by higherpss in the /_ ..

boiling zone)away from the repositoryto where coolertemperatures [//. //_/'/ CHnv

/

cause it to condense, Above the repository horizon, much of this 450

condensate is driven back to the boiling zone, primarily by three / /, //processes: (1) capillary imblbltion in the matrix, (2) capillary imbibi-
500 // CHnzdon in small-aperture fractures, and (3) gravity drainage in fractures.

Gravity drainage in the matrix is not significant in comparison with
matrix imbibition, which is driven by very large capillary pressure 550
gradients that arise from saturation gradients in the boiling and con-
densation zones. Below the repositoryhorizon, only the first two 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
mechanisms,capillary-drivenflow in the matrix andfractures,contri- Temperature (°C)
bfiteto condensateflow backtowardthe boiling zone, while the third
mechanism, gravity drainage in fractures, tends to drain condensate Fig. 4. Vertical temperature profiles along the repository centerlinefor 30-yr-old fuel, an APD of 57 kW/acre, and zero recharge flux.
away from the boiling zone. The profiles are flattened at the boiling zone (=96°C), and the tem.

The return flow of condensate back toward the boiling zone perature disturbance reaches the ground surface within 300 yr.
establishes a heat transfer mechanism (driven by the convection of
latent heat) called the "heat pipe," which can be many times more
efficient than heat conduction. Becauseof their efficiency, "heat 120 ' ' , )" , ', , , , ) , , , _ , , , i ,', ,_

pipes"are manifestedby a very fiat temperatureprofile,with tempera- ....... ='---"" 0 yr
_!l turcs close to T b (Fig. 4). Fluxes associated with gravity-driven frac- 100 \
i rare flow are much greater than those associated with capillary-driven \ _ ...... 100 yr

firmlyin either u._ matrix or fractures. Therefore,above the reposi- _' .... 1000 yr

_ 'i ----- 5000yr

tory, gravity-driv_:n condensate flow in fractures is the predominant p 80
sourceof liquid flow back to the boiling zone. Because this source of =
return flow is ordy applicable above the repository horizon, "heat _

i pipes" have a more pronounced effect above the repository horizon. _ 60 ---- "-- "--_ _ !\
thanbelow. _= 40 _" \

Classical"heatpipes" derive much oftheir thermal efficiency _',,,,.\

i from their working fluid operating within a closed loop. The loss of .= - "_"---- --working fluid results in the migration of the boiling front away from 20 -
the heat source because the return flow of condensate cannot keep
pacewiththerateofvaporization.As discussedabove,the"hydroth- O , . , _ • , , _ , , . , , . , I , , , I , , , t ,
ermal umbrella" effect causescondensateto shed down the sidesof 0 400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400

o the boiling zone.t3Condensatesheddingresultsin a net lossof work- Radial distance from repository centerllne (m)
ing fluid from the "heat pipe," causing the boiling front to migrate Fig. 5. Radial temperature profiles at the repository horizon for 30.
away from the heat source. Because matrix and fracture flow is yr-old, an APD of 57 kW/acre, and zero recharge flux. Note that
insignificant relative to gravity-driven flow in fractures, flow condi- temperatures are uniform within the inner two-thirds of the repository.

., dons below the repository horizon are extremely unfavorable for the

establishment of "heat pipes." Moreover, the rapid drainage of con- [
densate enhances rock dry-out below the repository horizon, the repository area. Because edge-cooling effects do not reach the

inner two-thirds of the repository area, this region behaves as though
The radial temperature profile at the repository horizon (Fig. 5) the repository were areally infinite. Recall that the drift-scale model

shows edge-cooling effects reducing temperatures at the outer third of assumes an are.ally infinite repository. On the basis of Fig. 5 and a
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comparison of the vertical temperatureprofiles calculated by the conduction model utilizing the same repository geometry and boun.
repository-scale and drift-scale models for the reference case dary conditions, Note that the heat conductionmodel applied the
(APD=57 kW/acre; 30-yr-old fuel; recharge flux=0 mndyr), at thermal conductivit'yand heat capacity of the TSw2 to the entire
t = 1000 yr (Fig, 6), the drift.scale model is seen to be applicabh_ to
the inner two.thirds of the repository area, For the outer third of the
repository area, the drift-scale model overpredlcts temperatures 180b.,..x,__, _., ) T_-,,,,, ),, ,,,,-

becauseJt cannotrepresentedge-coolingeffects. 160 _L _0X 0 kW/acre

The temperature history at the repository center is plotted fog 140 N
APDs ranging from 20 to 100 kW/aere, 30-yr-old fuel, and a recharge _ 120 • \
flux of 0 mm/yr (Fig. 7), Notice that the threshold APD for "-" _7 ",. \

significant boiling effects lies between 36 and 57 kW/acre for 3G-yr. _ 100 i "_ "., _....

old fuel and that tho temperaturerise is proportionalto APD. The _ : --_. . .. .-.. ---. --.. -.- .
duration of boiling conditions is 1800, 3100, and 4200 yr for APDs of _. 80 _ _ .... .. _ _ ---'--'_--_
57, 80, and 100 kW/aere, respectively, For 30-yr-old fuel and an E 60 :.-.....220 _..
hPD of 114 kW/aere, boiling conditions at the repository center per- I_. - _.. "---" ---- .-.._. -..-
sist for 5000 yr. For fuel of a given age, the duration of boiling con- 40 "" " -- --- --- _

cUdonsis found to scale as hPl:Pa. The dry-out volume is also found 20
to scale as AP/:P_, Similarly, the analysis of the G-Tunnel heater test

, , , , l. i _ , , . . , .

showed that the dry.out volume sealed as Q_r_, where Qh is the heat- O0 , , , L_ , ,
ing rate (kW) of the heater.15 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

Time (yr)

Impact of Hydrothermal Flow on Temperature Distribution Fig, 7. Temperaturehistory at the repositorycenter for 30-yr-old
fuel and zero recharge flux. For fuel of a given age, the temperature

The impact of convective heat flow on temperature distribution rise is proportional to the hPD, Note that the nominal boiling point
was investigated by comparing the hydrothen,_d model with a heat (Tb=960C) is shown for reference.

0 0
TCv/ TOw

50 Frn 50 PTn

........ '_'_ ..... Heat conduotlon model

100 'LXN _ Oyr 100 _ Oyr

TSwl "_ ..... Repository-scale -- _ _ Recharge flux = 0.000 mm/yr
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//
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Fig. 6. Vertical temperature profiles for 30-yr-old fuel, an APD of Fig. 8, Comparison of ventcal temperature profiles along the reposl- "
57 kW/aere, and zero recharge flux at t = 1000 yr, For the tory canterline predicted by the hydrothermal and heat conduction
repository.scale model (averaged thermal load), the profile is along models at t = 100 yr, Note that the heat conducticn model predicts
the repository centerline, For the drift.scale model (localized thermal higher temperatures near the WPs and lower temperatures with
load), the profile is along the WP centerline. Note that the t =0 yr respect to the extent of boiling. Profiles are for 30,yr-oid fuel and an
profile is also plotted. APD of 80 kW/acre.
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unsaturated zone, Figure 8 plots the vertical temperature profiles cal- 0 ' 1" ' t , , .... , I...... ," '
culated by (1) the hydrothermal model for recharge fluxes of 0 and ............................. .T...Cw............................
0,045 mm/yr, and (2) the heat conduction modelat ; = I00 yr, In this
example we haveassumedan APD of 80 kW/acre and 30.yr-old fuel, 50 - PTn -
Boiling tends to lower near-field temperatures, The larger volumetric - "
heat capacity associated with higher recharge fluxes (and higher ini- 100 , -
tial saturations) also Iower_ near-field temperatures, The drainageof
hot condensate tends to accelerate the heating of the CHnv and CHnz ' TSwl "
units relative to the heat conduction model, The vtnical extent of 150
boiling conditionscalculatedby the heat conductionmodel is less _ "
thanthat calculatedby thehydrothermalmodel. Noticethatthe vent- o° 200 :........
cal extentof boiling conditionsis insensitiveto rechargeflux, _

_t

= 2so _ -The relativeImportanceof conductiveand convectiveheat flow
to total heat flow can be examined by plotting the vertical profile of ==
the ratio of the heat conductionflux divided by the total heat flux, o _ TSw2m 300

qcond/qtot(Fig, 9) for the reference case, Note that qco,dq(o¢=1.0 _g_l_,)__,corresponds to heat-conduction-dominated heat flow, Figure 10 plots _
the vertical liquid saturation dtstribt!tion corresponding to Fig. 9, In • 350 - _,,v.==oo
the upper dry-out zone (immediately above the repository horizon),
heat conduction accounts for about 95% of the heat flow, with natural _ .........................................................

convection accounting for about 5%, In the lower dry-out zone _ 400 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::3. ..... :::::_._ ::::::::-

,immediately below the repository hodzou)q=o_/qtot = 1,06,indlcat- " C:nv _'
ing the impact of natural convection driving heat flow up toward the 450
repository, rather than in the primary direction of heat flow away .

from the repository, Relative to heat conduction, the contribution of CHnz500
heat convectionon total heat flow within thedry-outzoneis small.

i

Immediatelyabove the upperdry-out zone lies the upper"heat 550 -_........................... i:;l_t.......................... -
, I , 1 , i , .1 , , 1I.pipe" zone, wherewatervaporis driven awayfrom the heatsourceto 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2

where it condensesand drains,primarily downfractures,backtoward
the boiling zone. Noticethat heatconvectioncontribut_,supto 9.5% Heatconductionflux/total heat flux
of the heat flow within this relativelynarrowzone (Fig. 9), with the Fig. 9. Vertical profilesof the ratioof heat conductionflux to total
effect of flattening the temperaturb profile at Tb (Fig, 6), Above the heat flux along the repository centerline, Profiles are for 30.yr-old
upper "heat pipe" zone, heat flow is heat.conduction-dominated (Fig, fuel, an APD of 57 kW/acre, and zero recharge flux.
9), Because gravity flow in fractures tends to drain condensate away
from the lower dry-out zone, flow conditions in the lower "heat pipe" 0
zone do not favor an efficient refluxlng mechanism, with heat convecL .....................

don oniy accounting for less than 10% of the total heat flow (Fig, 9). 50 PTn
Therefore, this zone is manifested by little flattening oi' the tempera-
ture profile (Fig, 6). Below the lower "heat pipe" zone, heat flow is
dominatedby heatconduction. 100 0 yr

-- 1000yrTSwl
Impact of Hydrothermal Flow on Total Sysfem Performance 150

In summary, there are three major heat flow regions in the

unsaturated zone, with each region being broken into two subregtons: _ 200 .................................(la) the upper dry-out zone, (lb) the lower dry-out zone, (2a) the
upper "heat pipe" zone, lying abovethe upperdry-outzone, (2b) the 250
lower "heat pipe" zone, lying below the lower dry-out zcne, (3a) the -o= TSw2
upperheat conductionzone, lying above the upper "heat pipe" zone, t_ Repository
and (3b) the lowerheat conductionzone, lying belowthe lower"heat _ 300 ......
pipe" zone (Fig. 9). For the referencekt,, with the exceptionof the ge /

upper "heat pipe" zone, heat flow is foundto be dominatedby heat '_ 350

conduction. In addition to dominating the thermal field, heat conduc- _" t "'_'':_"""-'"tion dominates the boiling, dry.out, and re.wetting performance of the ......
near-field, Because the fin'-field flow of water vapor and liquid was _ 400

, foun.,l to be dominated by repository.heat-driven hydrothermal flow,
4nv

heat conduction will also dominate far-field flow, 450

The temperature, dry-out, and re-wetting performance of the
near-fieldand repository-heat-drivenhydrothermalfar-field flow is of 500 CHnz-(

critical importance to total system performance,particularly with
regardto (1) wastepackagedegradation,(2) wasteform dissolution, 550 PPw
(3) radionuclide release,and (4) transport throughthe unsaturated 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
zone. The performanceof a systemdominatedby heatconductionis Liquid saturation
mostsensitiveto the thermalpropertiesof the systemandthe thermal

• loading conditions, The thermal properties and the thermal loading Fig. 10. Vertical liquid saturation profiles corresponding to Fig, 9,
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conditions are much more readily charactertzable with respect to spa. an alternative means of testing and Interpretation) will be very crucial
tial and temporal variability and uncertainty than are many of the because, as will be shown below, tt Is possible to conduct ECM cal-
hydrogeologic system parameters. The thermal conductivity and heat culattons at a sufficiently large kb such that natural convection does
capacity of natural and engineered systems are associated with a rein- begin to Impact hc;utflow tn the far-field,
tlvely small degree of variability and uncertainty. These properties
will not change significantly when subjected to hydrothermally-driven Before discussing the details of those results, tt is important to

geochemical effects, The thermal characteristics of the radioactive recognize the limitations of the ECM as well as some fundamental
waste, as well as the geometry of various waste emplacement distinctions between neat-field and far-field gas-phase convection tn
scenarios, can also be determined with a small degree of uncertainty, fractures, As tt is currently formulated, the ECM assumes that (1)

fractures art_ ublquitous, (2) fracture permeability Is lsotroplc, and (3)
Because of the very strongly nonlinear dependence of fracture- there are no limitations to fracture connectivity. In reality, we know

dorntnated flow on the highly spatially variable fracture and matrix that the spatial distribution of flow In fractures ts highly variable
properties and the time-varying boundary conditions of the unsa- because of the great variabUlty tn fracture transmlssivtty and the poor
turated zone, the task of reducing residual hydrogeologtc uncertainties connectivity of fracture networks. 23 In one study, water dripping
associated with the performance of the ambient hydrological system ts from fractures was collected along the ceiling of a tunnel complex at
extremely formidable.23 However, in this study we find that Stripa, Sweden.24 They found that 50% of the flux occurred from 3%

, repository-heat-driven flow of water vapor and liqutd will dominate of the flow area and that very little flow occurs over 70% of the flow
the ambient hydrological system even under thermal loading scenarios area. Generally, a large kb measurement is the result of flow than-
that do not generate significant boiling or dry-out effects, Therefore, neltng along a few very htghly transmissive fracture pathways.
pre-closure groundwater travel time has absolutely no physical Although we assign an tsotroptc value of kb In ustng the ECM, the
relevance to flow conditions that will occur during any potential local value of kt, is probably orders of magnitude smaller than the
release and transport of radionuclides. This conclusion ts particularly bulk.averaged value for much of the fractured rock mass.
true of the unsaturated, fractured, low-km hydrogeolog_e setting of the

potential repository site at Yucca Mountain, An Important corollary The tmpact of the length scale of a connected fracture network
of this conclusion is that the validation of models of the pre.closure (or cluster) on heat convection ts very different when comparing. (1)
ambient hydrological system should not be viewed as a necessary the dry-out zone, (2) the boiling/condensation zone, and (3) the f_-
prerequisite to adequate validatio_._of models of repository-heat- field zone (beyond the condensation zone). An Important conceptual
generated hydrothermal flow in the unsaturated zone. point Is that boiling and rock dry-out occur because the thermal load-

lng conditions and heat conductance of the dry-out zone can drive
This study Indicates that thermal and hydrologic performance of heat flow to the boiling front faster than the far-field heat conductance

the unsaturated zone will be dominated by conduction of heat gen- can dissipate it, Therefore, an increase in heat convection within the
crated by the repository, Therefore, one of the most critical dry-out zone will tend to enhance the reck dry-out rate, while an
hypotheses to be tested and validated during the course of site charae- increase in far-field heat convection will tend to retard the dry-out
terizatton, In sttu testing, and performance analysis is the dominant rate, As discussed tn the following section, depending on thermal
role of heat conduction in the hydrothermal performance of the unsa- loadtng conditions, the vertical extent of the dly-out zone can vary
turated zone, The validation of this ttypothesis will profoundly from tens to hundreds of meters. Therefore, for natural convection to

reduce the effect of residual hydrogeologic uncertainties on the pred- be facilitated within the dry-out zone, connected fracture clusters may
tetabtlity of hydrological performance. Therefore, we decided to have to extend for hundreds of meters. The vertical dimensions of

investigate under what hydrogeologle conditions either gas-phase or the boiling/condensation zone are generally much less extensive:
liquid-phase heat convection begin to impact heat flow and the from a few to perhaps 10 meters, Therefore, tn order to facilitate
hydrothermal performance of the repository. The principal concern boiling, connected fracture clusters need only extend a few meters,
was to ascertain the conditions under widen repository.heat-driven, The relevant length scale for natural gas-phase convection in the far-
natural gas-phase convection may impact heat flow in the unsaturated field extends from the repository horizon to the constant.temperature
zone, thereby affecting near.field temperatures and saturations, boundaries at the water table and the ground surface. Therefore, in

order to promote far-field natural gas-phase convection, connected
In the following section, we lock at (1) the sensitivity of near- fracture clusters need to extend several hundred meters.

field and far.field natural gas.phase convection to kb, and (2) the
impact of natural gas-phase convection on neat.field temperatures and
saturations, In the section on hydrogeologic uncertainties, we exam- The impact of near-field vs far.field natural gas-phase convec-
ine the impact of recharge flux and initial liquid saturation i_tstribu, tion on near.field temperatures and saturations was determined by
tion on boiling, dry-out, and ra-wetting performance of the unsa- comparing the results of the repository-scale and drift-scale models.
turated zone. Because the drift-scale model assumes a unit (symmetry) cell consist-

lng of one-half of a WP and emplacement drift and one-half of a pil-
Impact of Natural Convection on Repository Performance lcr between drifts, it lacks the dtmenstonaltty to represent large-scale

natural convection cells. Consequently, even for very large kb, the
As mentioned earlier, because of the very small matrix permea- drift.scale model calculated far-field heat flow to be always dom-

bility, k m, the bulk permeability, kb, at Yucca Mountain will be dom- inated by heat conduction. However, th,_ detailed representation of ,,
inated by the fracture permeability and fracture porosity (Eq. 4). the emplacement drifts in the drift-scat .... ,del enabled near.field
Note that Eq. 4 refers to bulk hydraulic conductivity, Kb, which for convection cells between emplacement drifts to be represented.
given fluid properties is linearly proportional to the bulk permeability, Moreover, the detailed geometric representation of the WP heat
kb. In the ECM calculations reported here, fracture permeability and sources allowed a detailed examination of the relationship between p,

porosity are assumed to be spatially invariant; therefore, kt, is rein- the nominal boiling point isotherm, Tb, and the drying front as a
tively spatially invariant. Because gas Injection tests in the unsa- function of kb. Because the repository-scale model represented the'
turated zone generally have a limited spatial domain of influence, in actual finite areal and vertical extent of the repository, lt was possible
situ bulk permeability tests conducted dudng site characterization will to adequately model large-scale natural convection cells. 16 lt was

= be difficult to interpret, especially with respect to the connectivity of fouud that far-field natural convection further enhances edge-cooling

i fracture pathways. The interpretation of tests (or the development of effects. |6
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With the use of the repository.scale model, the sensitivity of 1.0 , , , , , , , _ , , , ,"', ,"'", , ", , ,

near-field temperatures to far.field bdlk permeability was examined (a) Rb 1.9 x 10"18 m2
for the range 1.9x lO'lain2,:: kbg 8.3x lO't°m 2, For k b < lO-tim 2, =
far-field convection has a negligible impact on heat flow and therefore 0,8 ..... kb = 2.8 x 10"la m2

kb = 8,3 × 10"11m2on boiling and dry-out performance, For k b > 10-1°m'', far-field con- =
vectton significantly contributes to far-field heat flow, thereby redue- _ ."
ing the duration of boiling conditions and the spatial and temporal l_ 0.6
extent of rock dry-out, For fracturh networks with k b > 10")°m2 to _
significantly Impact heat flow, theywould have to (I) have connected

path lengths of several hundred meters, and (2) be ubiquitously dlstri- _ 0.4

buted so that they behaved as an tsotropte continuum. _ ..- ..-

The spatial heterogeneity of fracture networks may make the 0,2 _....... ,,-.,-_" "" _"
notion of bulk permeability irrelevant to far.field heat flow, Because _"-"

' r,mch of the bulk permeability arises from a few large fracture con-
00 , , , _ , , , * , , , I , , , ) , , , .dulls,a great deal of the variably fracturedrock massprobablyhas an 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

effective local k b that is orders of nvagnltude smaller than the average Time (yr)
kb. Therefore. because much of the far-field may be remote from the
thermal influence of the large fracture conduits, the local effective k b rL' ' ' , ' ' ' , .... _ , , , i '. -r--r"-
will be sufficiently small for heat flow to be heat-conduction- 120
dominated throughout most of the far.field, lt may prove to be very
difficult to directly apply gas Injection bulk permeability test results

to models of repository-heat-driven hydrothermal flow. The most _. 100 [" _'.t x_x - Tb
conclusive means of testing whether far-field kb ts sufficient to result
in significant heat convection will Involve large.scale in situ heater _ 80

tests at various hydrostrattgraphte intervals of the unsaturated zone. _ __.___ _
Ig

Because of its geometry, the use of the drift-scale model pre- =_. 60
eludes the

possibility of far-field heat convection influencing near- _ ---- kb ffi1.9 x 10"la m2
field temperatures. Therefore, variations in kt, in the ddft._cale model 40 ...... kb ffi2.8 x 10 "la m2
are equivalent to varying only the near-field kb. With the use of the -- -- -- Rb= 0.3 X 10"11 m2
drift.scale model, the sensitivity of rock dry-out to near-field k b was 20
examined over the range 1,9xlO'tSm2_;kb<8.3xlO']°m +. In eom- , , , t , , , ' , , , t , , , ,+ ....
paring the liquid saturation histories at the drift wall (Fig. lla), notice 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

that the absence of fractures (kb-1.9x 10"tamz) results in insignificant Time (yr)
dry.out. Also notice that increasing Rb by more than two orders of +
magnitude from the reference case (kb=2,8xl0-t_m2) dees not Fig. 11. (a) Llquid saturation profiles, and (b) temperature profiles at

significantly enhance near-field dry-out performance, This tnsensi- the drift wall for various values of bulk permeability, kb. When no
ttvtty to kb arises from two effects. First, near-field temperatures are fractures are present (kb = 1.9x 10-tBm2), dry-out performance ts
heat-conduction.dominated regardless of near-field k b (Fig. lib). mininml, Near-field temperatures are relatively insensitive to k b of

the fractured host rock, Profiles are for 30-yr-old fuel, an APD of 57Therefore, the propagation of the nominal boiling point (Tb = 96°C)
isotherm is insensitive to near-field k b, Second, for kb> 10"14m2, the kW/acre, and zero recharge flux,
propagation of the &'ytng front was found to closely coincide with the
propagation of Tb, In general, we found that (1) the duration of boil.
ing conditions in the vicinity of the WP is relatively insensitive to

near-fleldkb, and(2) fornear-fieldkb>10"t+m z,menear-fielddry'out 1.0 , , , , , , , , , , , ) , , , ,-, , ,
petCormance is insensitive to k_,

- Because heat flow is dominated by heat conduction, tempera. 0.0
I tures calculated by the hydrothermal and heat conduction' models 20 kW/aere

agree reasonably weil, In general, the heat conduction model yields c .... _..:. _ ......... _ ._..
(1) conservatively high temperatures in the vicinity of the WPs, (2) ¢ 0.6 f '_6"-

conservatively low temperatures with respect to the spatial and tem-petal extent of boiling conditions, and (3) low temperatures in the

I CHnv and CHnz units"6 _0,4 _'
• Impact of Thermal Load on Repository Performance _ 0,2 _-

For the reference case, the threshold APD for significant dry- _ _-_- _ .... _._"2_ "1"00 " "out effects ltes between 36and 57 kW/aere (Fig, 12). Note that the _. , "1 .... ! , , "," 77 _-,- -t109 , , t
+ drift-emplacement model tends to average out near-field temperature 00_'/'_000 4000 6000 8000 10000

and saturationeffects relative to vertical-borehole.emplaced WPs, If Time (yr)
low APDs are to be achieved by inoreasing the spacing between WPs
rather than by reducing the quantity of spent fuel in any given WP, Fig. 12. Liquid saturation htstodes at the drift wall for various
then localized dry-out effects for vertical-borehole-emplaced WPs will APDs. The threshold APD for significant dry-out Is between 36 and
be greater than those shown in Fig, 12, Although boiling and dry-out 57 kW/acre. Histories are for 30-yr-old fuel and zero recharge flux,
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i

benefitsare insignificantfor low APDs, condensatedrainage may 300 F, , , _ , , ','"-r-__"r--'--'--'- 1
significantly alter the flow and transport properties of the natural bar. ["_ Repository / '

rtersunderlyingtherepositoryhorizon, 250_ ,a, _nter t

boiling conditions were found to scale as APD3n, Therefore, boiling i
and dry-out performance of the near.field were found to ',ncre.aseas a
superlinear function of APD, It was also shown that the temperature
flse at the repository increases linearly with APD (Fig, 7), Given that
there are temperature criteria that will piace a limit on the practicable E 100 "-- Tb
APD, boiling and dry.out performance goals may not necessarily be .¢
achievedby simplychoosinga sufficiently high APD for 30-yr-old e.- • _ Repository area : 1747 acres
fuel. For early time. the repository temperaturehistoryshowsa rela. '50 .... Repository area = 348 acres
lividly steepdeclinebecauseof the short 30-yr half-life of 137Csand

, , i i i I I I

9°,_jr,Aging PWR fuel from 10 to 30 yr reduces the initial thermal 00 i , , I , -, ' _ ' ' ' '
power output for an individual fuel assembly by 36%. Aging PWR - 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000
fuel from 30 to 60 yr reduces the thermal power output by another Time (yr)
37,5%, Emplacing fuel of an older age enables increasing the ton.

nage ofemplaced spent fuel per at,re without increasing the APD, 300[---, , , , , , ' , , -,, , ) , . ' i , , , .

thereby increasing the Integrated energy density (IF.D)(tr, J/acre). For L (b)
a fixed APD, Increasingthe age of spent fuel from 10 to 30 yr 250[ Edge of .increasesthe IED by 56%, with an increase from 30- to 60-yt-old
fuel increasing the IED by another 60%, The impact of APD and _ 1-. repository

spent fuel age on repository area requirements Is given m Table 1. _ 200_ _x_

The lED hasaslmtlar tmpact on the spatial andtempo_al _ 150_- "_extent of boiling and dry-out effects. For a wide range of APDs and _"
fuel ages, it was found that the duration of boiling conditions at the E 100 _ " "x"°_---_ .... Tb
repositoryhorizon scalesas IED_n, For an APD of 114 kW/acre, i._ _. .............. :

boiling conditionsat the repositorycenterpersistfor 5000 yr, while 501- -- Repository area = 1747 acres -

for 60-yr-old fuel, boilingconditionspersist:for10,000yr (Fig. 13a), _ .... ReIn general, it was also found that edge-coolingeffects reduce the posltory area = 348 aores .
duration of boiling c0ndidons by about 50% relative to the repository ,.I , , , i , , , I L , ,_..L._._._, , I .....
center. For example, for an APD of 114 kW/acre and 60-yr.old fuel, Uo- 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000
boiling conditions persist for 5000 yr at the repository edge (Fig, Time (yr)
13b). Peak repository temperatures were observed to be more sensi-
tive to the APD than to lED. Therefore, the use of older age fuel Fig. 13. Temperature histories calculated for the approximate repo-

4 facilitates attaining a given duration of boiling conditions at lower sttory size in the SCP-CDR and an 80% reduction in size. (a) Repo-sitory center, (b) Edge of the repository. The duration of boiling
peak temperatures, conditions is relatively insensitive to repository size, Edge.cooling

effects reduce the duration of boiling conditions at the repository edge
The 3.krn.dlameter repository-scale model (1747 aet'es) was by 50% relative to the repository center, Histories are for 60.yr-old

intended to approxitnately correspond to the SCP-CDR repository fuel, an APD of 114 kW/acre, and zero recharge flux.
design, which is based on 10-yr-old spent fuel and an APD of 57
kW/aere, 22 Given that an APD of 114 kW/acre and 60.yr-old fuel
reduces the repository area by 80% relative to the SCP-CDR design, and H Is the distance from the repository horizon to the constant-
we decided to repeat our calculations assumtng a fixed tonnage of temperature boundaries at the ground surface and water table, Above
emplaced waste. Consequently, we repeated the hPD= 114 kW/acre, and below the repository, H = 343.1 and 225 m, respectively, with
60-yr-old fuel case for a 1.34-km-dlameter repository (348 acres), the average distance, Hsv©,equal to 284,05 m, For the 3.km.diameter
Notice that an 80% reduction in repository area has a negligible and 1,34.km-diameter repository, DIHsv. = 10,6 and 4,7, respectively,
impact on temperature and saturation idstory at the edge and center of Because of the large DIHsv,, temperatures tn the center of the reposl-
the repository (Figs. 13 and 14). tory are much more heavily influenced by the constant-temperatureboundariesthan by the edge of the repositorY. Edge.temperature

The insensitivity of the temperature and saturation histories to heavier is characteristic of a semi.infinite heat flow domain because
: repository area is due to the large aspect ratio, D/H, of this quasi- the edge of the repository is much closer to the constant-temperature

steady-state heat flow )roblem, where D is the repository diameter boundaries than to the center of the repository,

: Table 1 °
Normalized Repository Area Requirements as a

Function of Areal Power Det,sity (APD) and Spent Fuel Age
(ncrmaitzad by the re; erence SCP-CDR area)

"-_=- 20 36 I -57 80 100 11'_
kW/aere kW/act,' I kW/aere kW/acre kW/acre kW/aere_-.:....._

10-yr-old fuel 2,85 i7s7 T,00 0.71 0,57 0,50
30-yr-old fuel 1,81 1,00 -- 0,_'--'- 0.45 0,36 0,32

Y:g)-yr..oldfuel 1.14 0.63 %,46" 0.29 0.23 0,20

100-_;r-oldfuel 0.73. 0.40 0,25"' 0.18 0.15 0,12

i ,o
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1,0 ".... _" ' 3- ---r-, r- i I " generated below the repository horizon has drained to the water table
(Fig, 15a), Above the repository, because nonequilibrium fracture-

'_ (a) _ Repository area = 1 ?47 aores dominated flow is not represented, the ECM does not predict conden-
0,8 .... Repository area = 348 aores sateshedding, Consequently,condensationabove the dry-out zone Is

,. manifested by a saturation build-up that persists for at least I00,000
o Repository yr (Fig. 15), On tile basis of the observation of fl'_e"hydrothermal

0,O oenter umbrella" effect of condensate drainage made during the O-Tunnel

_-- test, the ECM probably slgni_c:mtly overpredlcts the tendency for

0,4 _ hydrothermal perching of condensate above the dry.out zone,

'_3 // At the end of boiling (t = 10,000 yr), the vertical extent of dry.0,2 _" out is _;early 300 m (Ftg. 15a) and includes much of the CHnv and

be unlikely to penetrate through the dry-out and boiling zones
(thereby reaching the WPs and transporting radionuellOes) while holl-

O0 40000 80000 120000 160000 200000 ing persisted, After boiling ceases, the capacity of the unsaturated

Tlme(yr) zone to retard naturally occurring fracture-dominated Infiltration
would continue to be enhanced because of enhanced matrix tmbtbl-

1,0 _ ' _- ' .... w- -' _ , _ , tion wtthtn the thick dry-out zone, Moreover, the capactty to retard
fracture-to-matrix.to-fracture flow along discontinuous fracture path-

(b) ------- Repository area = 1747 acres ways would also be enhanced. This latter effect may be particularly
0,8 .... Repository area = 348 acres important in the high-km units, Under ambient conditions, saturations

= Edge of in the high-km units may be quite high, Episodic fracture-dominated
o repositorv _-_i_ "_- - - - - - - - flow within such a unit would not require much wetting of the matrix

0,6 /-" to develop a fracture-to-matrix.to-fracture "bridge," Drytng out such
a unit would substantially Increase the wetting requirements of the

0,4 matrix before such a "matrix bridge" could be established between
_. rf' two fractures,

L3 ///// Long after boiling has ceased (t =50,000 yr), the vertical extent0,2 of dry-out ts 150 m and the repository has only re-wetted back to
10% saturation (Fig, 15b). Nltao observed that for saturations less

t I

00 I , k_ -, __ _ I , thai1 10%, re-wetting of the dry-out zone Is dominated by vapor flow40000 80000 120000 160000 200000 In fractures and capillary condensation along frar.tures.I Therefore,

Time (yr) prior to t =50,000 yr, re-wetting of the repository horizon Is dom-
inated by vapor flow In fractures rather than matrix tmbtbltlon (Ftg.

Fig, 14, Similar to Fig, 13, showing Itqutd saturation histories. 15b). However, at the edge of the dry-out zone, matrix tmblbltlon
contributes significantly to re-wetting.

Because the thermal diffusivity of most of the hydrostratl-
graphtc units in the unsaturated zone is much larger than the wetting For a zero net recharge flux, re-wetting of the dry-out zone
diffusivity, temperature tends to equilibrate back to ambient condl- occurs more from below the repository than from above (Fig, 15).
tlons much more quickly than does saturation. Although botllng This observation may not necessarily apply In the case of a very large
ceases after 10,000 yr (APD= 114 kW/acre; 60-yr-old fuel; recharge net recharge flux, whtch may be associated with pluvtal climatic con.
flux=0 mm/yr), re-wetting of the dry-out zone to ambient saturation dlttons (Fig. 16). Therefore, much of the re.wetting Is driven by
requires more than 100,000 yr (Fig. 15e). Notice that condensate capillary Imblbttion from below the repository, with the saturated
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Fig, 15. Liquid saturation profiles along the repository centerline after (a) 10,000 yr, (b) 50,000 yr, and (c) 100,000 yr.
Although boiling ceases after I0,000 yr, a large dry-out zone remains for over I00,000 yr. Profiles are for 60-yr-old fuel, an ?,PD
of 114 kW/acre, and zero recharge flux,
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Fig, 16, Similar to Fig. 15, but for 30-yr-old fuel and a large recharge flux of 0.132 mm/yr.

zone being the prim_'a'ysource of water (Fig. 15), Preferential re- the low-km units, the saturation profile corresponding to a recharge
wetting from the saturated zone results in the residual dry-out zone flux of 0.132 mm/yr is at least one standard deviation wetter than the
being centered above the repository horizon at r = 100,000 yr (Fig. existing RIB data. Given the low km of most of the unsaturated zone,
15c). Had the effect of condensate shedding been represented in a transition from the current sai'uration profile to a profile that would
these calculations, saturatt(,ns above the d'._-out zone would be less correspond tr _luvial climatic conditions may significantly lag behind
than that calculated in this study. Consequently, less water would the change in climatic conditions. Assuming that the transition to the
have been available to re-wet the dry-out zone from above the reposi- wetter saturation profile has already occurred at the time of emp:ace-
tory, so that re-wetting of the dry-out zone would be even more merit is clearly a conservative means of investigating the impact of a
heavily dominated by capillary imbibition from below the repository pluvial climate. For an APD of 114 kW/acre and 30-yr-old fuel, re-
horizon. As long as repository saturations remain below the initial wetting of the repository back to ambient saturation takes 100,000 yr
profile (corresponding to gravity-capillary equilibrium), mauix- (Fig. 16). Notice that imposing a large infiltratiop depresses the
dominated flow below the repository will continue to be upwards, center of dry-out at t =50,000 yr (Fig. 16b).
which would tend to transport any radionuclides present in the matrix

back toward the repository. The higher initial latent heat of vaporization associated withhigher initial saturation (and recharge flux) reduces repository tem-
Impact of Thermal Load on Hydrogeologic Uncertainties peratures at early time (Fig. ' 7). However, the spatial extent (Fig.

18a) and duration (Fig. 17) of boiling conditions are insensitive to a
- As previously mentioned, the RIB saturation data9 are con- wide range of recharge flux and initial saturation conditions. Notice

sistent with an apparent zero net recharge flux in the low-k m units, that just as boiling ceases at t =5000 yr (Fig. 18b), the vertical tem.

Because the ECM assumes capillary pressureand thor,nal equilibrium perature profile is nearly the same for the nominal and high rechargebetween the fractures and matrix, ambient saturation conditions rather flux cases (recharge flux = 0.0 and 0.132 mm/yr, respectively).

than recharge flux are the critical hydrological consideration impact-ing the net dry-out rate for this study. Recall that in modeling the The insensitivity of the spatial extent and duration of boiling is

G-Tunnel test, the ECM accurately calculated the temperature and explained as follows. Heat flow within the dry-out zone and in thedry-out behavior.I$ Because of the large thermal diffusivi_v relative to upper and lower far-field heat conduction zones is heat-conduction-

i the fracture spacing, the assumption of thermal equilibrium appears to dominated. The dry thermal conductivity in the dry-out zone zone is ,be quite reasonable. The drying diffusivity also appears to be identical for these two cases. In the upper heat conduction zone, tnt-
sufficiently large relative to the fracture spacing that the ATm effect tial saturation differences between the nominal and high recharge flux
on dry-out was negligible. Therefore, in the boiling zone, the case only result in a 5% difference in thermal conductivity. Initial
assumption of capillary pressure equilibrium is reasonable, saturation differences in the lower heat conduction zone are even less,

For APD>57 kW/acre and 30-yr-old fuel, the liquid flux asse- resulting in even smaller differences in thermal conductivit)(. There.
elated with the net condensate generation rate is of the order of I fore, heat flow in the upper and lower heat conduction zdr_s i,sinsen-
cm/yr, which is much greater than any of the recharge fluxes con- strive to recharge flux. The length of the upper "heat pipe" zone is
sidered in the one-dimensional steady-state recharge analysis (Fig. l). longer for the high recharge flux case. However, this effect is com-
Considering that refluxing above the boiling zone imposes an pensated by the lower temperatures in the dry-out zone. Because
effective infiltr_tion flux much greater than that associated with the condensate drains away from the boiling front below the repository, •.
net. condensate generation rate, it appears likely that the effective the lower "heat pipe" zone has a minimal tmpact on the temperature
recharge flux due to repository-heat-generated hydrothermal flow will. profile. Therefore, below the lower dry-out zone, differences in the
be much greater than recharge fluxes associated with even extreme temperature profiles of the nominal and high recharge flux cases are
pluvial climatic conditions. Therefore, particularly for APD>57 negligible. _.
kW/acre, the repository-heat.generated hydrothermal flow will dom-

In general, the proximity of the constant-temperature boundaries
inure the ambient hydrological system, results in a quasi-steady-state heat flow system being established at

The impact of pluvial climatic conditions can be conservatively early time. The effect of the higher initial latent heat of vaporization
investigated by assuming a much wetter initial saturation profile. For is seen as a transient effect on repository temperature. Because heat
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200[--,.._' _' " '" "" "' ' ' ' " ' "'' " = ....,' . ..1 flow within the dry-outzone and far-field zone (i.e. beyondthe con-
'_ t_ (a)'N,. Repository _ densationzone) are found to be dominatedby heat conduction,heat

t" L. X,x center _ flow within these zonesis insensitiveto recharge flux (or initialsaturationdistribution), Therefore,bec:,zseoverallheatflow is found

,.., the same tntemalenergydistributionat the endof boiling conditions
(Fig, 18b), resulting in the same spatial extent and duration of boiling

= 1001- , "_'_"_ . _Tb conditions (Fig, 17).
' =. CONCLUSIONS

E

' _ 50 a This study examinedti:e impact of repositorythermal condi-

f " .... Rechargeflux=O.132mm/yr ._ tionson long-termhydrologicalpcrformanceof theunsaturatedzoneat Yucca Mountain. Hydrothermalflow calculationswere conducted
0_"• ' ' i , , . J . , , _ , , , i , , , "_ withtheuseofthe=V-TOUGH codeand an r,CM forAPDs ranging
-0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 from 20 to 114 kW/acre and spentfuel age,_of 30 and 60 yr, Our

Time (yr) models include bailing and condensationeffects, the convectionof
latent and sensibleheat, and thermal radiation. In general, these

200_-' ' ' _ ' ' ' _ ; ; ' ' '_' '" f •''' "- moddls predictadrying out of the near-field rock by boiling of the

_( vadosewater in the rock matrix andthe flow of watervaporthrough
b) _ fractttresto cooler regions,where it condenses,Becauseof the very

low matrix permeabilityof the hostrock, condensatewill drain con-
1501"\ Edge of " siderabledistancesalong fracturesbefore being totally imbibedby the

= _ 50_- Fig. 17 Temperatutx histories calculated for two widely different
recharge fluxes, ta) Repository center. (b) Edge of the repository.
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Fig. 18. Vertical temperature profiles along the repository centerline after ta) 1000 yr and (b) 5000 yr. The spatial extent of the
to a wide range of initial saturation Profiles areboiling front is relatively insensitive recharge flux and conditions, for 30-yr--old

fuel andan APD of 114 kW/acre. 13
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matrix, The combinationof vapor flo_v away from the heat source issue in site suitability, l,e,, the Impactof nonequilibriumfracture-
andgravity-drivencondensateflow down fracturestendsto promote matrix flow on therelease and transportof radionuclides,is entirely
shedding of condensate off the top and down the sides of the boiling . dependent o;1 thermal loading conditions, The thermal load generated
zone. Below the repository horizon, condensate drains immediately by the radioactive heat of decay is as Intrinsic a part of the hydrologl-
away from the boiling zone, thereby enhancingthe dry-out rate, cat systemas any otherhydrologicparameterin the unsaturatedzone
Becausethe ECM subs[ant!allyunderpredictsthe beneficial m_:nerin at YuccaMountain,
w'Ach condensateshedding enhancesrock dry-out, it is com'ervative
with respecttothe spatialextentanddurationof boiling conditions, For higherAPDs andolder fuel ages,boiling conditionspersist

for thousands of years, For APDs of 57, 80, and 114 kW/acre and
I

Hydrothermal models of two different scales were used in this 30-yr-old fuel, boiling conditions in the central two.thirds of the repo-
study, The repository-scale model explicitly accounted for the finite sitory persist for 1800, 3100, and 5000 yr, respectively. Because of
area of the repository. The drift-scale model explicitly represented edge-cooling effects, the duration of boiling conditions at the reposi-
flte actual dimensions and spacings of .'h_ WPs and emplacement tory edge is reduced by about 50% relative to the repository center.
drifts. The drift-scale model was used to investigate differences For a given APD, increasing the fuel age from 30 to 60 yr doubles
between the deudled boiling and dry-out performance of the nea_-field the duration of boiling conditions. For an APD of 114 kW/acre and
with the averaged performance predicted by the repository-scal,_ 60-yr-old fuel, boiling persists for more than 10,000 yr, Because the
model. The drift-scale model was also used to examine the sensi- wetting diffusivity of most of the hydrostrattgraphic units in the unsa-

tivity of the boiling and rock dry-out performance to the near-field turated zone is much smaller than thermal diffusivity, re-wetting of
bulk permeability. The repository-scale model was used to _,avesti- the repository horizon back to ambient saturation conditions takes
gate the sensitivity of repository performance to repository area. lt much longer than cooling down to sub-boiling conditions, For an
was also useful in investigating the sensitivity of large-scale natural APD of 114 kW/acre and 60-yr-old fuel, re-wetting the repository
convection to far-field bulk permeability and the impact of far-field horizon back to ambient conditions requires more than 200,000 yr,

convection on near-field temperatures and saturations, Boiling and rock dry-out effects benefit total system peffor-

The repository-scale model utilized axisymmetry about the mance by (1) promoting more favorable WP conditions, (2) greatly
center of the repository, and averaged the thermal load over a 3-km- enhancing the capacity of the unsaturated zone to retard (or attenuate)
diameter disk. Smaller disk-shaped repository areas were also fracture flow, and (3) reversing the direction of matrix-dominated
modeled. The drift.scale model assumed an areally infinite repository flow back toward the repository. This last effect will pers!st as 10ng
with regularly spaced emplacement drifts. The repository-scale model as the repository saturation is below gravity.capillary equilibrium
calculations showed that edge-cooling effects at the repository perim. (i.e., the current ambient condition) and will play a dominant role in
eter affected temperatures and saturations in the outer third of the retarding any downward migration of radionuclides toward the water
repository area. For the inner two-thirds, the temperature axd satura- table,
rien histories were effectively those of an areally infinite repository.
Consequently, the drift.scale calculations were found to be applicable This study indicates that thermal and hydrological performance
to the inner two-thirds of the repository area. of the unsaturated zone will be dominated by conduction of heat gen-

erated by the repository. The performance of a system dominated by
In the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, fracture-dominated heat conduction is most sensitive to the thermal properties of the sys-

flow along preferential pathways is the only credible mechanism tem and and thermal loading conditions, The thermal properties and
capable of bringing liquid water to WPs and transporting radtonu, thermal loading conditions are much more readily characterizable
elides to the water table. Because of the nonlinear dependence of wita respect to spatial and temporal variability and uncertainty than
fracture-dominated flow on the highly spatially variable fracture and m many of the hydrogeologic system parameters. The thermal con-
matrix properties and the time-varying boundary conditions of the ductivity and heat capacity of natural and engineered systems are
unsaturated zone, the task of reducing uncertainties associated with associated with little variability and uncertainty. These properties
the performance of the ambient hydrological system is formidable, will not change significantly when subjected to hydrothermally driven
For high APDs, boiling and dry-out effects dominate hydrothermal geochemical effects. The thermal characteristics of the radioactive
flow in the unsaturated zone, thereby significantly adding to the capa- waste, as 'veil as the geometry of various waste emplacement
city of the unsaturated zone to retard fracture flow, Even for APDs scenarios, can also determined with little uncertainty. Therefore, one
that are too low to result in significant boiling and dry-out effects, of the most critical hypothesis to be tested and validated during the
repository-heat-driven flow of vapor and liquid in fractures is found to course of site characterization, in situ testing, and performance
dominate the ambient hydrological system. Elevated temperatures analysis is the dominant role of heat conduction in the hydrothermal
and condensate drainage could drive geochemical changes that may performance of the unsaturated zone, The validation of this
alter the properties of the WP environment and the natural barriers hypothesis will profoundly reduce the effect of hydrogeologie uncer-
underlying the repository horizon. A key concern is whether seoliti, talnties on the predictability of total system performance. The most
zation of the vitric nonwelded CHnv unit may reduce its capacity to conclusive means of testing this hypothesis will involve large-scale in
retard fracture-dominated flow. Therefore, pre-emplacement ground- situ heater tests at various hydrostratigraphic intervals of the unsa-
water travel time has no physical relevance to conditions that may turated zone.
eventually lead to WP degradation, waste form dissolution, and the
release and transport of radionuclides to the water table. In situ heater tests will also be e_tremely useful in determining ,,.

whether the effects of temperature rise and condensate flow cause
The issue of nonequilibrium fracture-matrix flow is of critical geochemical changes that result in significant property changes within

importance to site suitability. For low APDs, nonequilibrium the near-field and far-field natural barriers. Critical performance
fracture-matrix flow represents the most significant potentially adverse issues involving hydrothermal-geochemical coupling cannot be.
flow feature impacting WP failure and radionuclide transport. Boiling entirely resolved either in the laboratory or through modeling. More-
and dry-out effects that occur at higher APDs substantially mitigate over, critical hydrological performance issues cannot be entirely
this impact. Because nonequilibrium fracture.matrix flow promotes resolved by ambient property measurements conducted during site
condensate drainage and rock dry-out at higher APDs, it represents a characterization, In situ heate= tests at various hydrostratigraphic
very beneficial hydrological feature that is unique to unsaturated fmc- intervals (above as well as below the repository horizon) will be eriti-
tured low-km rock, Therefore, the most fundamental hydrological cal to addressing such issues.
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